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National Curriculum September 2014  
The guidance issued by the DfE with the updated National Curriculum (which came into force in 
September 2014) emphasises the opportunities for schools to develop their own approaches to the 
school curriculum, and how it is organised and taught. The teaching and learning at Edmondsley 
supports the ideal that the curriculum is implemented through well-taught and appropriately sequenced 
content, thoughtfully designed assessment practices and a consideration of an appropriate model of 
progression. HMCI’s commentary 2018.   
 
A Thematic Approach  
There is evidence that teaching subject knowledge and skills as part of a wider topic-based curriculum 
allows pupils to make useful links between areas of learning and consolidate skills. Children are also 
likely to be more engaged in their learning if it has a context and theme that runs through it.  
 
Edmondsley Primary School has developed a thematic curriculum to deliver the National Curriculum 
(2014) and other aspects of the school curriculum, including; PHSE, Religious Education, Sex and 
Relationship Education and Citizenship. 
 
 
Thematic Planning 
 
Thematic planning involves integrating curriculum areas around topics or themes.  Thematic planning 
seeks to view teaching and learning in an interactive and holistic way that reflects the real world. 
 
We find that using the thematic approach improves the quality of teaching and learning in many ways:- 
 

 It increases the children’s interest. 

 Helps the children to make connections with their work. 

 Keeps children engaged. 

 Streamlines the curriculum. 

 Draws on connections from the real world and life experiences. 

 Allows our pupils to be ready for modern day Britain. 
 

 
Structure - The Thematic curriculum has the following structure 

-termly cross-curricular topics for all year groups from KS1 and KS2.  

different theme but all subjects will be taught each half term. 

 the topics which are planned over a year will teach the statutory programme of 
study for the National Curriculum. 
 
Subjects  
 
As core subjects English, Maths and Science will continue to be taught discretely however, the following 
connections to the thematic approach will be made: 
 
English 
Where possible, links are made with literacy genres, fiction and non-fiction books, guided reading books 
and poetry.  This has been shown to develop both English skills and the thematic approach as well as 
deepen learning and engagement.  
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Maths  
Where possible and appropriate, areas of maths (for example data handling and measures) will be 
linked for pupils and to support Maths learning.  
 
Science  
Time will be allocated over a half term to teaching Science with links to thematic based learning where 
appropriate (for example, anatomy or through the study of our local area). 
 
Foundation Subjects: History, Geography, Design Technology, Art and Design 
 
The Foundation subjects are integrated into the topic, forming the basis of much of the cross-curricular 
links.  
 
Music  
Some aspects of the music curriculum (such as listening to different types of music and using ICT to 
create music) may form part of topic work.  
 
PE  
PE is taught discreetly, following the separate PE curriculum.  Links are made within dance as and 
when appropriate. 
 
Modern Foreign Languages 
Key Stage 2 children are taught French.  Where possibly, this is linked to other subjects.  Modern 
Foreign Language provision is enhanced by offering after school clubs.   
 
Religious Education  
RE is a statutory part of the curriculum. Edmondsley Primary School follows the Durham Local Authority 
Syllabus for RE. Where possible topics from this syllabus have been match to thematic topics across a 
year.   As a result of having a high percentage of white British children attending Edmondsley Primary 
and Nursery School, all opportunities to learn from and about other Religions and cultures are 
maximised.  For example, educational visits to places of worship and engagement in sporting activities 
with other schools across County Durham promote diversity and understanding of differences within our 
wider community. 
 
PSHE, SRE, Citizenship and Enterprise  
PSHCE is taught weekly in classes.  The focus for each half term addresses needs in our community 
and is linked with our School Promise.  The six, broad subjects covered throughout the year are: 
What’s New, Me and My Community, everyone Aims High at Edmondsley, Strive To Be the Best I Can 
Be, I is in United, Teamwork’s the Prize and What’s Next? 
While not currently statutory, PHSE, SRE and Citizenship are important aspects of our curriculum and  
are taught either discreetly or within a topic depending on the needs of the pupils in each key stage.  
These topics are also covered weekly in whole-school assemblies such as assembly focuses about 
friendship and relationships.   Another example is that every year children participate in an Easter 
Enterprise focus to work collaboratively and excel their knowledge in the understanding of economics 
and collaborative working. 
 
Computing  
Computing is  generally taught as a separate subject area and includes areas such as on-line safety 
and coding.  Other elements of the wider computing curriculum is taught alongside and complement 
other curriculum areas as a part of topic work or work in core subjects. This includes digital publication 
and presentation, digital research, data handling and the use of digital media.  
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Time Allocation  
Each half-termly topic has a lead subject, and this subject should have more time allocated to it over the 
relevant half-term where possible.  
Science, Computing, PSHCE, PE, RE and MfL (Key Stage 2) are all taught in regular, weekly lessons. 
 
Coverage over a school year  
Teachers organise their topic teaching to best suit the subject areas and activities taking place.  Long 
Term plans are utilised- to ensure that coverage of our curriculum is broad and balanced. 
 
Timetables  
The school has a timetable with non-negotiable allocations for various aspects of the curriculum, 
including English and Maths.  

 focus of the morning sessions.  

 

are regular basic skills sessions each day, including guided reading, handwriting etc  
 
Teachers arrange their afternoon timetables to make the most of cross-curricular opportunities and to 
cater for the needs of pupils. Sometimes subjects and activities might be ‘blocked’ or run over 
successive afternoons to support pupils to keep focussed on concepts or to consolidate skills and to 
allow practical work to flow.  
 
Long Term Planning  
Each class has a long term overview (available on our school website) which highlights our topic 
focuses and our broad and balanced curriculum.  
 
Planning  
Topics  

class, there is a more detailed outline showing each half termly topic and the areas of 
learning covered. This plan also shows links to National curriculum objectives, teaching and learning 
focuses and intended outcomes. 
 
Half Term Planning  
Half-Term overview  

maximise cross—curricular links, support progression through a subject and take into account 
differentiation, trips, visitors and other school events.  

supports teachers to plan a realistic amount of work over a half term and is completed in a week 
by week basis to take into account assessment for learning. 
 

 A topic grid is produced (and shared with parents) half-termly to give an overview of each classes’ 
focus for the half term.  This details the broad and balanced curriculum which is led by our thematic 
approach. 
 
Homework  
Homework follows the theme of our thematic-based curriculum.  It is shared with parents and children 
once a half-term with a choice of several pieces of work for the children to complete over a set time 
frame.  Thematic-based homework gives our pupils choice and engage parents in their child’s learning. 


